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FROM THE EDITOR
reality is that it took many knock
downs for me to finally learn the
lesson. Situations don’t have to be
addressed immediately. It is OK to
take time to review the facts, analyze
what happened, and to breathe, calm
down and think rationally. No good
decision is ever reached during a
highly emotional state.

Does this sound familiar? You’re having
a particularly stressful day and someone
does something that you perceive to
go against your belief or what you are
trying to accomplish. Rather than finding
out the facts or taking time to cool off,
you immediately pick up the phone and
call the person or compose a less than
friendly email. Then, minutes after your
knee-jerk reaction, you are full of regret
and wonder how you are going to rectify
the situation.
Don’t worry, we’ve all been there. In
the not too distant past I was probably
one of the most impetuous people you
will ever meet. I had to address every
situation in a flash, usually without
much thought to the facts or the
consequences. I was an emotionally
charged individual.
I like to believe that I am becoming
finer with age, just like wine, but the

I was recently the recipient of a
“fly off the handle without thought”
response from a professional
associate, and I can tell you, the
person that dished it out, not only
did not get her point across, but
I now perceive her as extremely
unprofessional and someone with
whom I will have a limited working
relationship.
Any impulsive reaction usually, at
some point, requires a cleanup
action, when you must apologize and
try to repair the damage. In some
cases, the wounds are too deep.
My advice? Practice patience. Create
a plan for these types of situations.
Try taking a walk around the block
a few times to cool off. Call a friend.
Write a note or email and then trash
it. Think before you speak. Assess
the situation to gain clarity. Get the
facts.
It’s not always easy but remember
there is no point to closing the stable
door after the horse has bolted.
Learn to keep the door shut before
the horse gets out; it will lessen the
amount of manure that must be
cleaned up later.
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Lack Is Only
Temporary
By Joel Osteen

I know a young lady who
got off to a rough start in
life. She came from a very
dysfunctional family. All she
had ever seen was poverty,
addiction and depression.
At sixteen years old, she
had a baby and had to drop
out of high school. It looked
like she was falling into that
same negative cycle; it would
continue on for another
generation.
She found a little place to
live where she could raise
her son, but she didn’t
have any money or family
supporting her. She ended up
on welfare, barely making it.
She would attend our services
at Lakewood each week and
hear again and again, “You
have seeds of greatness on
the inside; you have the DNA
of a winner, and where you
are is not where you have to
stay.”
She began to change the way
she saw herself. She created
an image of success, an
image of victory, and those
seeds of greatness began to
take root. She didn’t just sit
back and accept the status
quo. She went out and got
a job at a local high school
cafeteria punching lunch
tickets, making minimum
wage. She wasn’t satisfied.
She went back to school and
got her GED. She still wasn’t
satisfied. She decided to go
to college. She would work
during the day and go to
college at night, and in four
years, she graduated from
college with honors. She still
wasn’t satisfied. She went

back to college and got her
Master’s degree. Today she’s
not on welfare anymore. She
is the principal at the same
school where she started
working in the cafeteria
punching those lunch tickets.
What happened? She saw
that poverty, lack and
mediocrity as not permanent,
but only temporary. She rose
up in faith, and Almighty God
breathed in her direction.
I love what she told me, “I
used to be on welfare, but
now I’m fair and well!”
Today I want to encourage
you, lack is only temporary.
Get a big vision for your life.
Don’t get stuck in a rut and
accept where you are. Do like
this young lady and break out
of your box. Believe that you
can rise higher. God wants
you to set a new standard for
your family. Leave a legacy
of faith. Keep believing,
keep pressing forward, and
keep seeing the victory and
provision God has in store for
you!

Joel Osteen is pastor of
Lakewood Church in Houston,
Texas – a vibrant and diverse
church that Forbes calls the
largest and fastest-growing
congregation in America. Joel
shares a positive message of
hope and encouragement that
extends all around the world.
www.joelosteen.com
Copyright © 2014 by Joel
Osteen. All rights reserved.
Used by permission.
International copyright
secured.
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Why Calories Don’t Matter
The vast majority of conventional
nutritionists and doctors have it mostly
wrong when it comes to weight loss.
Let’s face it: If their advice were good
and doable, we would all be thin and
healthy by now. But as a general rule,
it’s not. And the mainstream media
messages often confuse things even
more. It is based on many “food lies”.
And the biggest lie of them all is this: All
calories are created equal.
Is this really true? Not really. Let us
explore why.
Take a class of sixth graders. Show
them a picture of 1,000 calories of
broccoli and 1,000 calories of soda. Ask
them if they have the same effect on
our bodies. Their unanimous response
will be “NO!” We all intuitively know
that equal caloric amounts of soda and
broccoli can’t be the same nutritionally.
But as Mark Twain said, “The problem
with common sense is that it is not too
common.”
I guess that is why the medical
profession, nutritionists, our
government, the food industry, and the
media are all still actively promoting
the outdated, scientifically disproven
idea that all calories are created equal.
Yes, that well-worn notion — that as
long as you burn more calories than
you consume, you will lose weight — is
simply dead wrong.
Newton’s first law of thermodynamics
states that the energy of an isolated
system is constant. In other words,
in a laboratory, or “isolated system,”

1,000 calories of broccoli and 1,000
calories of soda are, in fact, the same.
I’m not saying Newton was wrong
about that. It’s true that when burned
in a laboratory setting, 1,000 calories
of broccoli and 1,000 calories of soda
would indeed release the same amount
of energy.

insulin’s effect on your brain chemistry.
The insulin blocks your appetite-control
hormone leptin. You become more leptin
resistant, so the brain never gets the
“I’m full” signal. Instead, it thinks you
are starving. Your pleasure-based reward
center is triggered, driving you to consume
more sugar and fueling your addiction.

But sorry, Mr. Newton, your law of
thermodynamics doesn’t apply in living,
breathing, digesting systems. When
you eat food, the “isolated system” part
of the equation goes out the window.
The food interacts with your biology, a
complex adaptive system that instantly
transforms every bite.

The fructose makes things worse. It
goes right to your liver, where it starts
manufacturing fat, which triggers more
insulin resistance and causes chronically
elevated blood insulin levels, driving
your body to store everything you eat as
dangerous belly fat. You also get a fatty
liver, which generates more inflammation.
Chronic inflammation causes more
weight gain and diabesity. Anything that
causes inflammation will worsen insulin
resistance. Another problem with fructose
is that it doesn’t send informational
feedback to the brain, signaling that a load
of calories just hit the body. Nor does it
reduce ghrelin, the appetite hormone that
is usually reduced when you eat real food.

To illustrate how this works, let’s follow
750 calories of soda and 750 calories
of broccoli once they enter your body.
First, soda: 750 calories is the amount
in a Double Gulp from 7-Eleven, which
is 100 percent sugar and contains 186
grams, or 46 teaspoons, of sugar. Many
people actually do consume this amount
of soda. They are considered the “heavy
users.”
Your gut quickly absorbs the fiberfree sugars in the soda, fructose,
and glucose. The glucose spikes
your blood sugar, starting a domino
effect of high insulin and a cascade
of hormonal responses that kicks bad
biochemistry into gear. The high insulin
increases storage of belly fat, increases
inflammation, raises triglycerides and
lowers HDL, raises blood pressure,
lowers testosterone in men, and
contributes to infertility in women.
Your appetite is increased because of

Now you can see just how easily 750
calories of soda can create biochemical
chaos. In addition, the soda contains no
fiber, vitamins, minerals, or phytonutrients
to help you process the calories you are
consuming. These are “empty” calories
devoid of any nutritional value. But they
are “full” of trouble. Your body doesn’t
register soda as food, so you eat more
all day long. Plus, your taste buds get
hijacked, so anything that is not supersweet doesn’t taste very good to you.
Think I’m exaggerating? Cut out all
sugar for a week, then have a cup of
blueberries. Super-sweet. But eat those

same blueberries after bingeing on soda
and they will taste like bland and boring.
Now let’s look at the 750 calories of
broccoli. As with the soda, these calories
are made up primarily (although not
entirely) of carbohydrates — but let’s
clarify just what that means, because the
varying characteristics of carbs will factor
significantly into the contrast I’m about
to illustrate.

soda? Kindergarten class response: “No
way!” So why do we all think that’s true,
and why has every major governmental
and independent organization bought
into this nonsense?
Let’s take a closer look at just how
different these two sets of calories really
are.

Those 750 calories of broccoli make up
21 cups and contain 67 grams of fiber
(the average American consumes 10 to
15 grams of fiber a day). Broccoli is 23
percent protein, 9 percent fat, and 68
percent carbohydrate, or 510 calories
from carbs. The “sugar” in 21 cups of
broccoli is the equivalent of only 1.5
teaspoons; the rest of the carbohydrates
are the low-glycemic type found in all
nonstarchy vegetables, which are very
slowly absorbed.

First, you wouldn’t be able to eat 21
cups of broccoli, because it wouldn’t
fit in your stomach. But assuming
you could, what would happen? They
contain so much fiber that very few
of the calories would actually get
absorbed. Those that did would get
absorbed very slowly. There’d be no
blood sugar or insulin spike, no fatty
liver, no hormonal chaos. Your stomach
would distend (which it doesn’t with
soda; bloat from carbonation doesn’t
count!), sending signals to your brain
that you were full. There would be no
triggering of the addiction reward center
in the brain. You’d also get many extra
benefits that optimize metabolism, lower
cholesterol, reduce inflammation, and
boost detoxification. The phytonutrients
in broccoli (glucosinolates) boost your
liver’s ability to detoxify environmental
chemicals, and the flavonoid kaempferol
is a powerful anti-inflammatory. Broccoli
also contains high levels of vitamin C and
folate, which protect against cancer and
heart disease. The glucosinolates and
sulphorophanes in broccoli change the
expression of your genes to help balance
your sex hormones, reducing breast and
other cancers.

Still, are the 750 calories in broccoli
really the same as the 750 calories in

What I’m trying to illustrate here is that
all calories are NOT created equal. The

Carbohydrates are plant-based
compounds comprised of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen. They come
in many varieties, but they are all
technically sugars or starches, which
convert to sugar in the body. The
important difference is in how they affect
your blood sugar. High-fiber, low-sugar
carbohydrates such as broccoli are slowly
digested and don’t lead to blood sugar
and insulin spikes, while table sugar and
bread are quickly digested carbs that
spike your blood sugar. Therein lies the
difference. Slow carbs like broccoli heal
rather than harm.

same number of calories from different
types of food can have very different
biological effects.
If you still think a calorie is just a calorie,
maybe this study will convince you
otherwise. In a study of 154 countries
that looked at the correlation of calories,
sugar, and diabetes, scientists found
that adding 150 calories a day to the
diet barely raised the risk of diabetes in
the population, but if those 150 calories
came from soda, the risk of diabetes
went up by 700 percent.
Some calories are addictive, others
healing, some fattening, some
metabolism-boosting. That’s because
food doesn’t just contain calories, it
contains information. Every bite of
food you eat broadcasts a set of coded
instructions to your body — instructions
that can create either health or disease.
So what will it be, a Double Gulp or a big
bunch of broccoli?

Mark Hyman, MD, is dedicated to
identifying and addressing the root
causes of chronic illness through
a groundbreaking whole-systems
medicine approach called Functional
Medicine. He is a family physician, a
eight-time New York Times bestselling
author, and an international leader in
his field. Through his private practice,
education efforts, writing, research, and
advocacy, he empowers others to stop
managing symptoms and start treating
the underlying causes of illness, thereby
tackling our chronic-disease epidemic.
www.drhyman.com

Everyday Aches and Pains
Are Cramping My Style
By Joan Pagano

“At the end of last year, my body was
falling apart and could no longer do
what I wanted it to do. I had lost
control over my body and pain was
dictating what I was able to do.”

her cherished yoga routine, based on
painful restriction. She began doing
core training exercises every day and
after two months her body responded
and she felt back in shape.

Don’t assume that muscle aches,
painful joints or nagging discomfort in
any part of your body is a natural part
of aging. Guided instruction in exercise
can help ease the pain and maintain
the vulnerable area by correcting the
muscular balance.

In her own words, “Core training has
shifted the way my muscles work and
relieved the pain that I was feeling in
my hips. Straight arm and forearm
planks helped strengthen my wrists and
shoulders so that I could resume doing
standing inverted yoga postures that
had become too difficult. I feel better,
tighter and stronger, and once again
have a body I can rely on.”

As we get older, tendons, muscles,
joints and reaction times change.
You may be dealing with a chronic
degenerative condition like arthritis
which causes pain and stiffness in the
joints. Or perhaps in recovering from
breast surgery you are experiencing
tightness and restricted mobility in
your arm and shoulder area. We don’t
bounce back from injuries as quickly
and you may be in rehabilitation
following a knee, low back or shoulder
problem.
Although the natural tendency is to
minimize movement to avoid pain,
the lack of activity can lead to more
pain and create a downward spiral,
limiting your quality of life. Appropriate
exercise will actually diminish the
discomfort, increase mobility and
strengthen the muscles that support
the joints.
For instance, Elizabeth shared her story
with me, “A year ago I was in physical
therapy for my knee injury. Getting
therapy helped me strengthen the weak
areas in my legs and proved to me that
it wasn’t just ‘old age’. I thought that
the popping of my knee cap when I
was gardening was a fact I’d just have
to live with. I decided I needed to be
stronger and have more stamina.”
And another example: Lucy’s hips were
causing such excruciating pain that she
couldn’t sleep at night. She found she
was limiting her activities, including

Core training focuses on developing and
balancing the muscles in the anatomical
center of the body, the core, which
generates strength and mobility for
the whole body. It is an integrated
approach to working the muscles of
the torso and pelvis and training them
to function as a unit, instead of in
isolation. Strengthening this region
can improve your balance and posture,
prevent injury and reduce pain.
Over time, certain areas of the body
are more susceptible to injury from
normal wear and tear and repetitive
movements. The prevalence of knee
pain and knee replacement surgeries
has surged in the past 20 years in the
U.S. One common cause of knee pain
is osteoarthritis (OA), which is more
common in women than in men after
the age of 45.
Other sore spots include:
• Achilles tendonitis and plantar fasciitis
are common foot injuries, resulting

from a variety of causes such as running,
wearing thin-soled dress shoes and lack
of stretching.
• Rotator cuff strains and tears can occur
from day-to day-activities as well as from
improper weight training techniques.
• Shoulder impingement commonly
results from overuse, as in avid golf and
tennis players.
If you are a hard-core sports enthusiast
or exerciser, be careful of continuing to
work out through soreness and pain.
As we get older minor muscle tears can
turn into major injuries.
Use this tip yourself: If you are in pain,
consult with a health care professional
like an orthopedist, chiropractor or
physical therapist to get an accurate
diagnosis of the cause. Follow their
advice regarding appropriate exercise.
With their expert guidance, find a
certified personal trainer who can guide
you into a fitness program.

Joan Pagano is the author of bestselling fitness books, including Strength
Training Exercises for Women, an
informational speaker on health and
fitness topics and the owner of Joan
Pagano Fitness in New York City. Former
trainer to Jacqueline Onassis and
Caroline Kennedy, Joan has specialized in
strength training for women since 1988.
She is an authority on the benefits of
exercise for women’s health issues such
as menopause, osteoporosis and breast
cancer, as well as strength training
through the decades.
www.joanpaganofitness.com

Celebrating My Scars
By Steve Goodier

Po Bronson, in his book Why Do
I Love These People?, tells a true
story about a scarred and stately
elm tree. The tree was planted in
the first half of the 20th Century
on a farm near Beulah, Michigan.
It grew to be magnificent. Today
the elm spans some 60 feet
across its lush, green crown. Its
trunk measures about 12 feet in
circumference. And a vivid scar
encircles the tree.

from the chain left to rust around
its trunk that it became immune to
the fungus. What certainly could
have killed the tree actually made
it stronger and more resilient.

In the 1950s the family that
owned the farm kept a bull
chained to the elm. The bull
paced round and round the tree.
The heavy iron chain scraped
a trench in the bark about
three feet off the ground. The
trench deepened over the years
threatening to kill the tree. But
though damaged so severely, the
tree strangely did not die.

The story of this tree reminds
me that the very things that
have hurt me, physically as well
as emotionally, have also helped
me more than I may ever know.
Many of them left scars – some
of the scars are visible and some
not. But these days I am learning
to accept my scars – even to
celebrate them.

After some years the family sold
the farm and took their bull.
They cut the chain, leaving the
loop embedded in the trunk and
one link hanging down. The elm
continued to grow and bark slowly
covered parts of the rusting chain
that strangled it. The deep gash
around the trunk became an ugly
scar.
Then one year agricultural
catastrophe struck Michigan - in
the form of Dutch Elm Disease.
A path of death spread across
vast areas of countryside. Most
elm trees in the vicinity of the
farm became infected and died.
But that one noble elm remained
untouched.

As Ernest Hemingway said,
“The world breaks everyone and
afterward many are strong at the
broken places.” The same chain
that severely wounded the tree
saved its life in the end.

Why not? My scars remind me
that I did indeed survive my
deepest wounds. That in itself
is an accomplishment. And they
bring to mind something else, too.
They remind me that the damage
life has inflicted on me has, in
many places, left me stronger
and more resilient. What hurt
me in the past has actually made
me better equipped to face the
present.
Yes, I have scars. I have decided
to look on them as things of
beauty. And I will celebrate them.

Steve Goodier is an ordained
United Methodist minister and the
author of numerous books about
personal development, motivation,
inspiration, and making needed
Amazingly, it had survived two
life changes. He is the founder
hardships. It was not killed by
and publisher of Your Life Support
the bull’s chain years earlier, and
System, an e-zine in existence
this time it out-lasted the deadly
since 1999. Steve writes a
fungus. Year after year it thrived.
syndicated newspaper column and
Nobody could understand why it
has produced a daily inspirational
was still standing in a vast area
radio program. He has taught
where most every other elm tree
and counseled people through life
was gone.
changes and spiritual development
for three decades. Together
Plant pathologists from Michigan
with his wife Bev, a professional
State University came out to study counselor and small group leader,
the tree. They looked closely at
he has led numerous workshops
the chain necklace buried deep in on relational, spiritual and
the scar. These experts reported
inter-personal growth topics.
that the chain itself actually saved
the elm’s life. They reasoned that www.LifeSupportSystem.com
the tree absorbed so much iron

Summer Nutritional Tips

By Dr. Mao Shing Ni

Summer brings fun in the sun, but
also a new set of nutrition and health
needs. As the weather heats up,
people head outdoors and you need
to stay cool and hydrated to keep
from getting ill. Change up your eating
habits with a few simple tips, but
remember during the summer make
sure to drink plenty of water and
exercise in a cool environment. Don’t
let the heat get to your head!
Grilling may be a fun outdoor activity,
but it is not the best cooking method.
Any time a good is blackened or
burnt, it can be very difficult on your
digestive system and even potentially
carcinogenic. Eating grilled food once
in a while is not harmful to your
health, but you should avoid eating
anything black and burnt.
Summer is the season of tremendous
growth and heat. Heat causes extreme
expansion and promotes dehydration,
which destabilizes the nervous system,
lowers production of digestive juices,
slows intestinal movement and can
lead to food poisoning and dysentery.
The best advice is early to rise and
later to bed, rest during midday,
prevent over-heating during physical
activities, drink plenty of fluids, add
pungent flavors to the diet, refrain
from anger, and maintain equanimity
in order to prevent summer ills.
Traditional Chinese medicine usually
does not recommend raw food, as
it is thought to put out the digestive
fire and cause stomach issues. This
is particularly true in the summer.
The hot weather heats your body

up, leaving you more at risk of
inflammation and infection. Also,
cooking produce and meat makes the
nutrients in food easier to assimilate
for your body.
Summer Vegetable Soup
This traditional Chinese recipe is
specially designed to get you through
the summer months in good health.
The ingredients in this soup are
summer seasonal veggies – and they
are cooling in nature, in spite of the
fact that you are eating them in warm
soup. Collectively, the vitamin – and
fiber-rich ingredients in this soup help
to actually cool your system. This
soup helps you easily hit the healthy
target of seven serving of vegetables
a day, helping lower your risk for heart
disease, stroke, and cancer.
1 onion, chopped
2 carrots, chopped
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
1 zucchini, cut into ¼ inch diced
2 tomatoes, chopped
1 handful green beans, trimmed and
cut into ¼ inch slices
1 cup fresh corn kernels
1 cup tomato sauce
1 teaspoon Dr. Mao’s Cleansing Spice
Blend
¼ cup finely chopped fresh cilantro,
for garnish
¼ cup finely chopped fresh chives, for
garnish
Bring 2 quarts of water to a boil in a
stockpot over medium high heat. Add
the onion, carrots, garlic, zucchini,
tomatoes, green beans, and corn.
Reduce the heat to low and simmer,

covered, for about 30 minutes, or until
the vegetables are tender.
Stir in the tomato sauce and cook
until warmed through. Add Dr. Mao’s
Cleansing Spice Blend one minute
before turning off the heat. Season the
soup with herb salt and tamari to taste.
Ladle into serving bowls and garnish
the soup with cilantro and chives.
May you Live Long, Live Strong, and
Live Happy!

Dr. Mao Shing Ni, best known as Dr.
Mao is a bestselling author, doctor of
Oriental Medicine and board certified
anti-aging expert. He has recently
appeared on The Ricki Lake Show, Dr.
Oz, and contributes to Yahoo Health
and The Huffington Post. Dr. Mao
practices acupuncture, nutrition, and
Chinese medicine with his associates at
the Tao of Wellness in Santa Monica,
Newport Beach and Pasadena, CA. Dr.
Mao and his brother, Dr. Daoshing Ni,
founded the Tao of Wellness more than
25 years ago in addition to founding Yo
San University in Marina del Rey.
www.taoofwellness.com.

ELIZABETH LESSER

Parenthood: A Majestic Dance In The Flames
My book, Broken Open, is a collection
of stories about lessons learned in
my own life and in the lives of those
I have met during my years of work
at Omega Institute, the learning and
retreat center I co-founded. The
book’s thesis is that difficult times
offer us a choice — to be broken
down, or to be broken open. Any
challenge — from the most painful
loss, to the most ordinary annoyance
— can become an opportunity to rise
from the ashes, wiser and stronger.
I call that opportunity a “phoenix
process.”
If you want to pursue a phoenix
process of the highest order, I
would recommend raising children.
Parenthood is a clumsy yet majestic
dance in the flames. When you parent,
you fall in love with someone who
is always changing into someone
else, and whom you know will leave
you. Yet most parents will say that
they have never given themselves to
anyone as fully as they have to their
children.
Parenthood is a never-ending journey
down a wide river of worry and love.
You get in that boat with your kids
and you never get out. They get out
— they build their own boats and row
into their own destinies — but you
stay in the original boat, always their
parent, forever caring and forever
kvelling (a useful Yiddish word that
describes how parents express pride in
their children.)
Sometimes the act of parenting is
an awe inspiring adventure. Your

heart expands to accommodate a
vastness of feelings so tender and
unselfish that you step boldly into the
nobility of your true character. And
sometimes parenthood is a mundane
and frustrating hamster-wheel of a
job — an exhausting labor of continual
surrender. It’s a training; but just when
you get the hang of sleeping upright
in a rocking chair and changing dirty
diapers, the kid sleeps through the
night and poops in the potty, and the
job description changes. It’s like George
Carlin’s complaint, “Just when I found
out the meaning of life, they changed
it.”

practice of the highest order. If
your spiritual goal is to embrace
life, moment by moment, in both its
rapture and its pain, then parenting
can get you there every day. Holy
texts throughout the ages tell us
that the truth is to be found between
the seeming opposites in life —
between your own will and a greater
will; between limits and liberty;
between the call to care for others
and the need to care for yourself. In
the parent/child relationship these
concepts become supremely real.
And you get excellent feedback every
day from the most demanding master
— your own kid — whose spiritual
So you go back into on-the-job training, specialty is in teaching you how to
and by the time you’ve mastered
keep on loving even when you are
communication with a tantrum-throwing tired, scared, confused, or pissed off.
toddler and become addicted to the
Isn’t that what every seeker is after?
warm, wet smell of your little one after
a bath, he squirms away and goes to
At each stage of your child’s growth,
kindergarten, and suddenly, you have
you are given ample opportunities to
a new best friend — a funny, wise,
use parenthood as a mirror. You get
and adorable companion. But now you
to see exactly where you fall short
have to learn to deal with play dates
in the most graphic ways. Is your
and social study reports and parent/
failing self-absorption? Do you resist
teacher conferences. And then sports
putting the needs of others first?
and school plays, and friends and hurt
Or do you err in the other direction
feelings, and that shifting boundary
— are you a martyr, a guilt-tripper,
between granting them freedom and
a co-dependant smotherer? Do you
giving them direction. Soon, they’re
fear change? Are you impatient?
teenagers and there’s no real training
Jealous? Comparative? Whatever it is
for that, so you take it one day at
that wants to be transformed in your
a time, difficult decision by difficult
psyche, will reveal itself to you as you
decision, and finally, if things go the
parent.
way they ought to, the kids leave
home, they leave you, and they push
If you accept the challenge, parenting
off into the future.
becomes a perpetual process of
change and transformation, and one
Parenting in all of its stages is a path
of the best chances we are given to
with mythic twists and turns, a spiritual be broken open by love.

Elizabeth Lesser is the co-founder
of Omega Institute, a learning
center focusing on health, wellness,
spirituality, creativity, and social
change. She is the New York Times
best-selling author of Broken
Open: How Difficult Times Can
Help Us Grow and The Seeker’s
Guide: Making Your Life a Spiritual
Adventure. She helped Oprah Winfrey
produce an online seminar based on
Eckhart Tolle’s book, A New Earth.
She has appeared several times on
the Oprah Winfrey television show
and Oprah.com webcasts.
www.eOmega.org

Interested or
Committed?
By Linda Spangle, RN, MA
Becky looked discouraged. As she sank
into the chair in my office, she said, “I
don’t know what to do. I’m trying so
hard to lose weight, but I’m not getting
anywhere. I can’t figure out what’s
wrong. Based on how hard I’m trying I
should be losing a lot more than I am.”
As I looked at my notes on our
conversations over the past few weeks,
I decided to take a guess at Becky’s
problem. “Let’s review a little,” I said.
“How have you been doing with your
eating plan?”
Becky thought for a second. “Some days
are OK, but lots of times I get stressed
or frustrated during the day, and by
evening, I end up having wine or ice
cream, or both.”
“So you’re not following your plan very
well?” I asked. “I guess not,” she replied.
“This past week I probably was on my
program only three days. But I’m trying
so hard to lose weight!”
“How’s your exercise plan going?”
“Not as consistent as I’d like. I only
walked two days this week. By the end
of the day, I’m usually so tired that I
can’t get myself to do it. But I’m trying
so hard to lose weight!”
I glanced back at my notes. “You also
planned to work on your abdominal
exercises, go to a yoga class, and take
time each day for some meditation or
reading. How are you doing with those
goals?”
“None of them happened. I’m just so
busy, and everything gets in the way.
The days keep getting away from me,
and I end up skipping all of my goals
and going to bed.”
Then Becky exclaimed again, “But I’m
trying so hard to lose weight!”
Are you seeing yourself in this story?
I think we all have times when we
WANT to lose weight, and we convince
ourselves that we’re TRYING. But like
Becky, we don’t follow through with any
actions that would move us toward our
goals.

It’s like saying you want an “A” in a class
at school, but then being too busy, too
tired or too stressed to open the textbook
or work on your research paper. No action
equals no outcome.

Here’s a summary of the differences
between interested and committed:

If you tend to start and stop every time
you diet, you may want to look at the
difference between being “interested” and
being “committed.”

• Stick with it until something better
comes along

Interest slips away quickly.
When you’re just interested in dieting,
you tend to stay with your plans only
until something better comes along. For
example, you may decide that you’re
interested in losing weight, but when
someone brings doughnuts to work, you
quickly go off your diet.
You also depend on seeing results to keep
you on target. So, as long as the scale
keeps moving, you stay motivated. But if
you hit a plateau or you don’t see much
progress for a few weeks, you may throw
your program out the window.
And when you struggle, you blame
everyone but yourself. You accuse your
friends of ruining your diet because they
eat potato chips in front of you.
In addition, you fall into if only thinking,
saying things like, “If only I had more
time, more money, a new job, or a
supportive spouse, then I’d be able to
stay on my plan.”
Committed means NO MATTER WHAT!
When you’re truly committed to achieving
your goals, you have an entirely different
outlook. Unlike being interested, where
it doesn’t take much to detract you from
your goals, being committed means you
stick with it, no matter what.
Rather than depending on seeing results
to help you stay on track, you work on
keeping your motivation strong, and trust
that results will follow.
And when you struggle, you don’t blame
circumstances or other people. Instead,
you push hard to stay on your diet in spite
of not having enough money, time, or
supportive friends and family members.

People who are interested in losing
weight

• Take action only if they feel like
doing it
• Need to see results in order to stay
motivated
• Blame people or circumstances for
their struggles
• Easily give up when they face
challenges
People who are committed to losing
weight
• Stick with their plans no matter what
• Take action whether they feel like
doing it or not
• Assume that if they stay motivated,
results will follow
• Take responsibility for their own
actions
• Keep going in spite of challenges and
setbacks
Look carefully at your current efforts.
If you say that you’re “trying so hard
to lose weight” but you aren’t making
progress, you’re probably taking the
interested approach. If so, strive for
being committed instead. Start adopting
a “no matter what” attitude, then
convince yourself you can stay with
your goals regardless of your daily
challenges.

Linda Spangle is a weight-management
specialist recognized nationally as a
leading authority on emotional eating
and other psychological issues of
weight loss. Her newest book is Friends
with the Scale.
www.weightlossjoy.com

Your Words Can
Change Your Life
By Valorie Burton

Pleasant words are like a honeycomb,
sweetness to the soul, and health to
the bones.
~Proverbs 16:24
As you seek to live your best possible
life, it is important to be aware of
the power of words in your life –
including those you speak, write and
consume. Words can enhance your
attitude, strengthen your mind, heal
relationships, give wisdom in the
midst of chaos, communicate ideas
and speak peace into a situation.
There are so many good possibilities
for the words we use.
Unfortunately, there are just as many
negative possibilities. Words can
create confusion, anger, hatred, and
tear down in just a few moments
what has taken years to build.
Although you may not notice that
your words do anything negative in
the world around you, I challenge
you to consider ways that you can do
more good in the world through the
power of your words.
Consider these questions as you seek
to do just that:
1. Do I often find myself wishing
I could take back something I’ve
said or written? The blessing and
curse of words is the same: They
cannot be easily undone. That’s
why it is critical to choose your
words carefully. Whether it is the
words you use to communicate with
your children or handle a conflict in
your work environment, once you
say something, it’s said, and once
you fire off that scathing email,
it’s a permanent record. You can
do damage or good in a matter of
seconds. Make sure your words do
the latter.

2. When I hear gossip, do I give
in to the urge to encourage more
conversation or do I change the flow
of the conversation to something more
positive? I know, I know. Some gossip
is awfully tempting, but make a decision
to steer clear of all of it. When you
embrace all that is possible for your life,
you become much less concerned with
negative conversation. In my book, Rich
Minds, Rich Rewards, there is a chapter
called, “Mind your own business.”
Simply put, when you mind your own
business, there isn’t much time to get
caught up in the personal business of
others. Be vigilant about any negative
words you allow into your environment
– whether through people or media.

smart enough, experienced enough,
talented enough, attractive enough
or good enough to succeed in your
endeavors? Even if your self-esteem
leads you to believe these things are
true, tell yourself the opposite. “I
have everything I need to accomplish
my dream. I am a good person. I
am getting better day by day. My
circumstances, whether positive or
negative, do not define who I am.”
Use your words to enhance, enrich
and empower your life rather than
allowing them to tear you down.

5. Do I feel the need to always voice
my opinion? Some of the wisest
people in the world speak the least.
They are secure enough in who they
3. Do I wait until I am angry or
are that they don’t feel the need to
frustrated to give people my opinion
prove their worthiness by expressing
about their behavior, or do I take time
their opinion and knowledge at
to calm down before speaking about
every given opportunity. Instead,
an emotionally-charged topic? Nine
they listen without judgment.
times out of 10, waiting to respond to
Through their listening, they learn
a situation that has you emotionally
and gain wisdom. Practice being
charged will result in a much calmer
quiet, even when you feel the urge
and wiser response. Wait a set period of to let everyone hear your opinion.
time (it could be 10 minutes, 24 hours
Of course, there are times when
or more) before addressing someone
expressing your opinion is critical.
about an issue if you think you may
Learn to discern the difference
say something too harshly or that you
between speaking out of insecurity
may later regret. Your communication
or a need for attention, and speaking
will be clearer and more effective when out of authenticity and mutual
you have time to take the emotion out
benefit.
of your response and think about the
words you want to use.
Valorie Burton is a bestselling author,
speaker, and life coach dedicated to
4. When I am feeling down about my
helping people get unstuck and be
circumstances, do I speak negatively
unstoppable in every area of life. She
about myself? The power of your
is the founder of The Coaching and
words not only affects others, but
Positive Psychology (CaPP) Institute
perhaps most significantly, they affect
and has served as a certified
you. Become aware of what you say
personal and executive coach to
about yourself – whether speaking to
hundreds of clients in over 40 states
yourself or others. Do you beat yourself and 10 countries.
up for making a mistake? Do you
tell yourself or others that you aren’t
www.valorieburton.com

Mia Frezzo, DVM

You Are what you eat
Nutrition is the foundation of good
health. Good nutrition optimizes
the immune system, organ function
and longevity. Feed your pet a
high quality diet in which the first
ingredient is a protein such as
chicken, beef, lamb, fish or soy and
in which all of the ingredients are
recognizable in comparison to a
list of unpronounceable chemicals.
Beyond these basics, you may look
for phrases such as human grade, no
by-products and organic to indicate
the degree of quality of the pet food.
Furthermore, high quality pet foods
are sold at stores dedicated to pets.
A recent surge of grain-free diets
have arrived on the market. Grainfree formulas are ideal for pets with
known food allergies, particularly
allergies to grains. Some pets with
digestive issues, skin sensitivities, or
seasonal allergies may also benefit
from a grain-free diet. For most other
pets, grain-free formulas are optional.
Some pets suffer protein allergies and
will require a prescription diet.
An added benefit of a high quality pet
food is evident in the yard or litter
box. A highly digestible diet (one
without fillers) produces less fecal
matter. Although a high quality diet
may cost more initially, most pets eat
less since every bite is full of good,
digestible nutrition. Interestingly,
most high quality pet foods are not
advertised on television. Choose a
pet food which is not only affordable,
but is also convenient to obtain. One

of my favorites is Blue Buffalo. Some
other suggestions for both dogs and
cats include Wellness, Canidae, Solid
Gold, Merrick, Innova, Organix, Nutro
Ultra, Nutro Max, Pro Plan and Natural
Choice. Four very popular brands of cat
food present concerns regarding urinary
health. Avoid Fancy Feast, Nine Lives,
Meow Mix and Friskies.
Now that you have chosen a brand, do
you select canned or dry? For dogs,
I generally recommend dry formulas.
It may be helpful to moisten the food
with warm water to facilitate digestion,
especially in large breed dogs. Cats, on
the other hand, maintain their weight
and protect their kidneys better with
canned food.
Meal feeding or free choice
(grazing)? Offering your pet food
at regular intervals will assist you in
predicting when he or she needs to
eliminate. This is particularly helpful
in housebreaking a puppy, since most
pets will go to the bathroom about 15
minutes after each meal. Many pets
who have food available at all times
tend to overeat. Obesity is a becoming
a pet epidemic in the United States
and leads to a number of preventable
diseases such as diabetes, heart disease
and arthritis.
It is best to change your pet’s brand
of food or formula gradually. Pets’
digestive bacteria need time to
acclimate and adjust to a new formula
or brand. They generally cannot
tolerate different foods for each meal

as we can. So, gradually introduce a
new food. For example, a large dog
who eats 1 cup of dry food per meal
will convert to a new diet as follows.
Serve ¼ cup of the new food with ¾
cup of the existing diet for each meal
for 3 days. Then, give ½ cup of the
new food and ½ cup of the “old”
food for each meal for 3 days. Then,
give ¾ cup of the new food and ¼
cup of the old food for each meal for
3 days. Finally, serve 1 cup of the
new food for each meal. This slow
transition will help your pet avoid
diarrhea and vomiting and ease him
or her into the new food.
Pets may continue to eat the same
food for an extended period of
time. Although we need to eat a
varied diet, high quality pet food is
perfectly balanced for their needs.
In combination with whichever high
quality food you may choose, I do
recommend supplementing with fish
oil and a probiotic. These details
may be found in a separate article.
Feeding your pet well can be
confusing. I hope that these
guidelines are helpful as we all
strive to give our pets the longest,
healthiest lives possible.

Mia Frezzo, DVM, is a doctor of
veterinary medicine and owner of
the Animal Hospital of Hasbrouck
Heights, located in Hasbrouck
Heights, NJ.
www.vetinheights.com

10 Great Ways Mindfulness
Turns Fear Into An Ally
By Ed and Deb Shapiro
At first glance you might not put
mindfulness and fear together, or
think that one can counterbalance
the other. But while mindfulness
invites us to be present with fear
rather than run from it, it also
frees us from being stuck in fearful
thoughts and feelings. Mindfulness
allows fear to be, just as it, without
diving in. It turns fear into an ally
we can use to become courageous
and fearless.

Fear may still be there but love
can embrace it; where fear blocks
out love, love holds fear tenderly.
With your arms stretched wide try
saying, “I’m frightened” and really
mean it. Hard to do!
Here are 10 ways mindfulness both
influences and transforms fear:
1. Through mindfulness you make
friends with yourself and your
world – just as it is.

9. Fearless doesn’t mean denying
fear; it’s not a state of being
without fear but one of being with
awareness.
10. Fearlessness is getting to know
fear, name it, and take it by the
hand so that it becomes your friend
and ally.

Can you remember times you
met fear and moved through it,
times when fear arose but you
kept going? Those are moments
We all know what fear feels like,
2. Friendship naturally extends
of fearlessness. Fear may close
how it can appear as the enemy
the heart, but courage comes out
attacking when you are least aware greater kindness, compassion and
of heartfulness, out of releasing
or entering without being invited. It love, which are the antidotes to
fear.
resistance. Fear may stop you
can arise as a natural response to
from participating fully in life, but
physical danger but more often is
self-created, like the fear of failure, 3. Friendship is also the gateway to fearlessness gives you the courage
greater clarity, ease and tolerance. to dive into the unknown.
not being good enough, being
lonely, or of the future. We fear
4. Mindfulness turns off the
Fear comes — breathe and let go;
loving for fear of being rejected,
stress response of your nervous
fear arises — replace it with love;
being generous for fear of going
without, or sharing our feelings for system by activating the relaxation fear knocks at the door — invite it
response of the parasympathetic
in to share a cup of tea. In this way
fear of appearing weak, and we’re
nervous system; this enables you
you become a fearless warrior of
easily dominated by insecurity and
to stay focused and relaxed, no
the heart, unshakable, confident,
self-doubt.
matter what is going on.
and joyful, with fear as your ally.
The immediate effect of fear is to
5. In a focused and present state
Ed and Deb are the coturn off our heartfelt feelings. Just
you are better able to deal with
founders, with Brian Jones, of
for a moment, let your body take
whatever is happening than if you
RevolutionaryMindfulness.com.
the stance of feeling fearful. What
They are the authors of award
is your posture? Most people hunch are preoccupied or distracted.
winning Be the Change, How
their shoulders forward, fold their
arms across their chests, or assume 6. Fear takes you out of your body, Meditation can Transform You and
limits your reactions, and brings
the World. Deb is also the author of
a similarly defensive position. In
your feelings to a standstill, while
Merging: Women in Love.
this self-protected place the heart
goes out of reach and we can’t feel mindfulness keeps you centered
www.Revolutionarymindfulness.com
love or even friendliness. Try saying and in touch with yourself.
and www.edanddebshapiro.com
“I love you” with real meaning
7. Fear can make your breathing
while your arms are folded firmly
short and shallow, while
across your heart. Hard to do!
mindfulness of breathing keeps
the diaphragm open and breathing
But where fear contracts and
deep.
closes the heart, love expands
and opens. In other words, love is
8. Mindfulness enables you to see
letting go of fear. So now take the
that fear, or any other negative
posture of love. Watch how your
body responds, your arms reaching feeling, is a passing experience that
comes and goes.
outward, accepting and inviting.

The Transformational Journey of a Lifetime Starts Now.

DREAMING
HEAVEN

Movie DVD, Journeybook, and Meditations
Dreaming Heaven is an unprecedented documentary film—an intimate,
mysterious and illuminating portrait of people from many walks
of life, led through Teo by Naguals (guides) both seen and unseen.
The accompanying Dreaming Heaven JourneyBook offers practices,
activations, journaling prompts, meditative thoughts, and affirmations to
assist individuals and groups with a deeper exploration of the themes,
insights, and transformational power of the film.
CONTAINS:Full-length movie,
Journeybook and a free
download of guided meditations.

Original Soundtrack
Packed with 17
original songs
inspired by the
Dreaming Heaven
experience!
Score by Dana
Walden and
Philippo Franchini.

AUTHORS & GUIDES: Gini Gentry | Lee McCormick | Francis Rico | Kelly Sullivan Walden

For information about special screenings, workshops and live
concerts please contact:
Dea Shandera, deashandera@yahoo.com
www.DreamingHeaven.net

Heading To The
Farmers Market!
By Caryn O’Sullivan, CHHC
Every Saturday morning my
family and I head to our local
Farmer’s Market in Montclair,
New Jersey. My girls, (four
and two years old) look
forward to picking out the
fruit and vegetables for the
week, as well as getting
their pickle on a stick. I love
coming home with a bag
of fresh berries, cherries or
peaches (can’t wait for the
peaches!), freshly baked
carrot muffins & bread, local
honey, and homemade jam.
I also pick up olives, pickles,
sustainably raised local
meats, and vegetables. When
I feel indulgent or eager to
go back to my Polish roots,
I stop by the stand offering
freshly made perogies and
stuffed cabbage!
The Farmers Market offers
an amazing opportunity to
connect with the people
who grow your food, and
connect with the food itself.
The colors, outdoor air and
freshly baked or cooked onsite foods fill up my senses in
the early morning – a great
way to start out the day and
the weekend!

from outside invaders and
germs. All food has warming
or cooling properties (i.e.
fruit and raw foods are
cooling; meats and root
vegetables are warming), so
if we eat according to what
nature provides, we stay in
balance longer, have more
energy, and feel better all
year round.
During the summer, nature
provides foods higher
in sugar, richer in water,
and easier to digest. This
promotes hydration and
energy in the hot months.
Salads, raw vegetables and
fruits help sustain you in
the summer. In contrast,
sticking to a raw, high fruit
diet in winter will cause dry
skin, intolerance to cold and
more susceptibility to illness.
Winter requires heavier foods
that help insulate and protect
your body.

This summer, take your
grocery shopping outdoors
and hit the Farmer’s Market
in your town. Talk to the
farmers and ask about your
food. Getting to know what
is on your plate is a great
first step to take in living a
Not only is the market
aesthetically pleasing and fun healthier life.
to walk around, but locally
Caryn O’Sullivan is a Holistic
grown food is healthier
because it is fresher and has Health Coach, and founder of
retained more nutrients than Appetites for Life, LLC. She
is a graduate of the Institute
produce that has travelled
of Integrative Nutrition, and
across the country or from
holds a certificate in Chinese
the other side of the world.
Dietary Therapy from the
Eating locally also promotes
seasonal eating, which I feel world renowned Jeffrey
Yuen at the Chinatown
is the most important factor
in maintaining a healthy diet Wellness Center. Caryn also
supports women who want
and lifestyle. When we eat
out of season, we subject our a positive connection with
bodies to confusion, and it is food and with themselves
by encouraging clients to
unable to prepare itself for
develop conscious and
the outside weather. Nature
mindful eating skills.
provides the nutrients and
tools we need to confront
www.appetitesforlife.com
each season and protect us

TODD DAIGNEAULT

Raspberry, Almond Stuffed
French toast with Berry Butter
1
2
1
2
8

cup heavy cream
tablespoons vanilla extract
cup toasted almonds
tablespoons cinnamon
eggs brown, beaten

Preheat oven to 325 degrees. In a large
a bowl, whisk cream, vanilla, toasted
almonds, and cinnamon into the beaten
eggs until well blended. Set aside. In a
separate bowl, mix together raspberry
jam and assorted sliced berries until
1 cup raspberry jam
smooth. Cut each slice of bread into 2
2 cups washed, cleaned, sliced,
inch thick slices. In middle of slice create
assorted berries (blueberry; raspberry; a pocket to stuff with jam and berries,
hulled, sliced strawberry)
spreading raspberry jam mixture in the
1 loaf French bread or Challah twist
center. Set aside and repeat stuffing all 6
bread, cut into 2 inch slices
slices of bread.
2 oz. margarine
6 oz. berry butter to top
Melt margarine over medium heat in a
3 oz. confectioners’ sugar for dusting
large skillet or griddle. Dip bread into
6 ea. fresh mint sprigs (garnish)
egg mixture, set aside, then dip again,
coating thoroughly. Cook until wellbrowned on both sides, about 3 minutes.
Put in oven 3 additional minutes to bake,
cut each stuffed French toast in half.
Present on serving plate topped with
berry butter. Dust with confectioners’
sugar and fresh sprig of mint. Serve
immediately.

by Mee Tracy McCormick
How I Cooked My Way Out of Chronic Autoimmune
Disease with Whole Foods and Healing Recipes
My Kitchen Cure gives Real Food cooking
tips, tricks, and tools that any cook will
need to create their own kitchen cure by
boosting the immune system in its fight
against autoimmune disorders, and just
about any chronic health condition.

Mee Tracy McCormick is
a recognized autoimmune
cooking expert,
TV cooking personality,
Food Makeover Consultant,
& Community Food
Advocate.

The book shows how Real Food cooking is easy to
manage for those who have never cooked an entire
meal without a jar, can, box, or microwave.
MY KITCHEN CURE is available at

amazon.com

Find out about
A REAL FOOD LIFE at

meetracy.com

GUY FINLEY

Make The Fear Of BeinG “No One” Fade Away
Looking for ourselves in the eyes of
others throws us behind the walls of
a psychic prison. The door slams shut
each time we find ourselves feeling
good about ourselves simply because
someone has given us a needed nod of
approval. Let’s investigate this strange
sequence of psychological events
that leaves us in a prison of our own
making.

self worth aren’t really disappearing at
all. They’re only going through a state
of flux, a psychic transformation that
turns these once-pleasing emotions
into their own undesirable opposites.

Now, the same feelings that had
confirmed us only moments before
become a source of misgiving,
internally questioning us as to our
own importance. So we start to worry.
Maybe we’re no longer needed? Maybe
Whenever someone approves of us,
no one loves us? And as this vicious,
it gives us a feeling we like. These
silent emotions tell us that we’re good, invisible, psychological process moves
wanted, or in some way important. But towards its inevitable conclusion, we
the real pleasure in these sensations is begin feeling a subtle form of fear, a
that it secretly serves to strengthen the distant dread.
way we want to feel about ourselves,
We’ve all felt that unpleasant inner
that we’re worth being cared about,
pressure of a brewing anxiety. It
and that our existence has meaning.
heralds the coming of insecurity
and self doubt, in much the same
If these positive emotions were the
way as distant thunder warns of an
true end of a happy story, there
approaching storm. And the stirring
wouldn’t be a problem. But they’re
of this first dark wave within carries
never the end. At the same satisfying
an unspoken message on its winds. It
moment of our being unconsciously
warns us of a serious loss of some kind
identified with this feeling of
if we don’t do something right away to
being approved, something else is
shore ourselves up. And so we go out
happening to us deep within our own
looking for approval all over again!
uninvestigated nature.
As our approval-provided feeling of
self worth starts to fade - which all
such feelings do - we begin feeling as
though we too are about to fade away!
But, if we could only see behind these
feelings of fading back into obscurity,
what we’d see is that our feelings of

Is there a way to break free from this
approval seeking business? Yes, there
is a way out. We must act on our new
knowledge, and our new actions won’t
be so much what we do as what we
don’t do. Here’s the bottom line drawn
out in three points:

1. Never again go looking to another
human being for his or her approval.
2. Never again fawn over anyone to
show that you’re on his or her side.
3. Never again exchange your smile in
the hope that someone who is capable
of betraying you, won’t.
Summary and Instruction:
Face your fear of disappearing, without
doing anything about it, and something
will disappear. But it won’t be you.
The only thing that will fade from view
will be your own fear of fading. And,
as it disappears, what appears in its
place, right before your inner eyes, will
be the you you’ve been looking for in
all the wrong places!
This is the real beginning of having
your own life, of being your own
person. Only this time your sense of
yourself is coming to you from reality
itself. And this is the only approval
you’ll ever need, the only one that
never fades.

Guy Finley is the bestselling author of
The Secret of Letting Go, The Courage
to Be Free, and 40 other works that
have sold over a million copies in 20
languages worldwide.
www.guyfinley.org.
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CHERYL RICHARDSON

How Telling Stories
WILL Get You Into Trouble
While making tea this
morning, my cat Poupon
got quite upset when he
didn’t get his usual treat.
We share a ritual. When I
add almond milk to my tea,
I always mix a teaspoon of
it with a bit of warm water
and give it to him in a little
dish. He looks forward to
this daily treat and gets all
excited as soon as I turn on
the teapot.
At least that’s the story I
tell myself.
Last night I forgot to soak
almonds and therefore
couldn’t make any milk for
my tea or for Poupon. And,
as soon as he discovered
that he wasn’t getting his

treat, he began to meow –
loudly.
That’s when I started
thinking: Poor dear, he’s all
upset now. He thinks I’ve
forgotten about him. He
must be wondering what
happened.

going to work and you
start thinking about what
might be wrong with your
relationship.
We make up stories about
people and people make up
stories about us.

After I published my blog
about shame, for example,
someone wrote to tell me
Poupon is a cat and a sweet she was upset because I
didn’t smile at her in a book
companion. And while we
do communicate with each signing line two years ago.
Two years ago. It seems I
other in certain ways, the
truth is I had no idea what smiled at everyone before
her (for nearly an hour) and
he was thinking or feeling.
when it came time to sign
I can only imagine. And
that’s what I do. I imagine. her book, I didn’t smile.
Then I started laughing.

The moment Poupon
started meowing, I made
up a story. I projected
my thoughts and feelings
onto him and made them
true. That’s when insanity
ensued. Because now, not
only have I made up what
he’s thinking and feeling,
I start reacting to my own
creation.
We all do this. Every day.
And it causes needless
suffering and pain because
rarely are the stories we
make up positive and
empowering.
A friend’s late for dinner
and you tell yourself she’s
disrespectful or doesn’t
value your time. The boss
closes his door to meet
with a co-worker and a
little voice in your head is
convinced they’re talking
about you. And you start
imagining a variety of bad
conversations. The kids
neglect to help around the
house and you convince
yourself that nobody cares
about you or your needs.
Your spouse forgets to
kiss you goodbye before

stories. Rather than assume
I know what’s going on with
someone, I ask. And I do my
best to release the stories
and assumptions that others
place on me.
I’ve got my work cut out for
me. After surviving the loss
of his morning treat, Poupon
made his way to my lap like
he always does, unfazed
and oblivious to my stories.
He thinks I think he’s a cat.
But I know better. He’s a
spiritual teacher hiding in a
silver fur suit, that behaves
like a king.
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If You Are Backing Up Your Server,
You’re Still At Risk For Data Loss By Raffi Jamgotchian
That may seem like an odd statement,
but it’s true. Sixty percent of your
business information is stored on
laptops, desktops, and mobile devices,
and nowhere else! You’re backing up
your server, that’s great, but what is
happening to the rest of your potentially
business critical data?
If your computer crashes (hard drives
do fail), gets a virus, or gets lost, all
of that information could be lost. Most
people don’t manually copy data to
a server. Perhaps you don’t want to
copy your photos, videos, etc. to the
company server, but if it’s not there, it’s
gone. In fact, we believe if you don’t
have your data in at least three places,
it doesn’t exist: your everyday copy, a
local backup, and an offsite backup.

What if I copy my files to a Thumb
Drive or USB Stick?
Using a thumb drive to copy important
files is better than nothing, however,
know the risks. Thumb drives are
frequently lost or damaged. Do you
remember where your first thumb
drive is? Typically it only will have
one copy of a file and not multiple
versions. Backup systems that provide
versioning can provide a way to get
data back if the most recent backup
is corrupt. If you just copy over your
existing data with bad data, your data
is gone.
We received a call by a local business
a few weeks ago. They aren’t a client,
but were infected by the Cryptolocker
Virus. The virus corrupted all of their

local files as well as the files on the
server. In their case, their backup
wasn’t working properly so they had
to go back a year to recover data.
Needless to say, losing a year’s worth
of work was quite painful.
Don’t let this happen to you. Be
mindful of where your data lies and
how you protect it from data loss.

Raffi Jamgotchian is the president
and chief technology officer of
Triada Networks, a small business
computer support company, and a
certified information systems security
professional.
www.triadanet.com

Carl Greer, PhD, PsyD

Finding The Time To Create And Bring To Life A New StorY
You can have many incentives to change
your life: for example, recognizing
that you need to change your financial
situation, realizing that the person you
are is not who you want to be, feeling
the need to answer a spiritual call, or
accepting that a relationship or situation
can’t continue as it has. As a first step
to altering the course of your life, you
need to examine how things truly are
rather than falling back into denial of
the discomfort your situation is causing
you. It’s important to understand the
events and processes that have shaped
your current situation, and how your
actions sustain it. Otherwise, all your
best intentions for writing a new story
for yourself will simply remain intentions.
Time will tick away, change will be slow
and superficial, and you’ll wake up one
day wondering why your intentions were
never manifested.
A necessary prelude to change is to
quiet your busy activity and make an
honest appraisal of the actions you took
in the past and are taking in the present.
Once you gather the determination and
energy needed to reflect honestly on
your life, you can start discerning how
to make — and sustain — wiser choices.
You can begin to imagine a new story
you can create for yourself in the future.

be difficult to alter your direction, and
easy to not make the changes you might
say you desire.
Writing a new story and bringing it to
life can be a very long process but it has
to begin somewhere. How can you begin
this process today? How can you carve
out time for reflection?
Perhaps you have questions you’ve been
meaning to ask yourself and answer in a
journal. Perhaps you have always meant
to journal about your experiences but
never got around to doing it. Take the
time now. Commit to a small goal to
begin the habit of reflection. You might
choose to write at least two pages every
day, for example.
Perhaps you mean to meditate, or take
time for walks, but never seem to find
the time. Time has not scurried away
like a squirrel and hidden itself in a tree!
Take out your planner and schedule
reflection time.
Reflect honestly on your life and you can
start discerning how to make — and sustain—wiser choices.
Here are some questions to start your
self-reflection process:

You might say that you’re too busy for
deep reflection to discover the truths of
your story — that your time is limited.
But do you find the time for undesirable
activities that have become habitual?
What if you spent that time observing
and assessing your habitual choices and
where those choices are leading you?

In the past, how have you made time
for attending to your desire to spend
more time engaged in an activity you
particularly enjoy and find enriching?
What happened that you “lost” the time
to engage in that activity? How can you
“find” the time to begin engaging in it
again?

If you’re in a constant state of activity,
with no down time for reflection, it will

Is there an emotional reason for not
“finding” the time for this activity? For

example, if you worked it into your
schedule, would you feel embarrassed,
ashamed, afraid, nervous, or frustrated? Why would you feel that way? How
might you engage in that activity and
feel only positive emotions that energize
and rejuvenate you rather than embarrassment, shame, fear, nervousness, or
frustration?
In asking these questions, you might
find that you have been holding on
to false beliefs, such as “I have to be
skilled at this activity to justify my
engaging in it.” You might realize that
simply experiencing the pleasure of the
activity is enough for you. Perhaps you
hold the belief “If I engage in this activity, I’m taking valuable time away from
my family who deserves more of my
time.” If so, explore that. It may be that
by engaging in an activity you enjoy, you
become less irritable and more pleasant
to be with when you are spending time
with your spouse and children.
Most of us hold on to beliefs we should
question that hold us back from writing
a better story for our lives. If we were
to take the time to reflect, we might
realize that such beliefs can be discarded, opening us up to more fulfillment
and happiness — and a better story in
the future.
What story would you like to tell in the
future?

Carl Greer, PhD, PsyD, is a clinical
psychologist and author of the book,
Change Your Story, Change Your Life.
www.carlgreer.com

Luis Soto, Jr.

It’s Time To Get
Ready For Summer
Are you stressing out because you just
can’t lose the last 10 pounds around
your waist or thighs? Are you frustrated
because you are not making faster progress with your weight loss and fitness
goals? I totally empathize with you. It is
time to get your mind, body and spirit
in alignment with your core intention for
your new summer 2014 beach body.
In order for us to create something new,
we must have three key coponents in
place to manifest our desired outcomes.
First, we have to ask, what is getting in
the way of not sticking to my exercise
plan?
Second, do I have the right strategy in
place to lose the weight?
Third, who will help me achieve this
goal?
Now that we have our components in order, let’s review further to develop a plan
that will help you look and feel great this
summer season.
In my opinion, the summer really comes
into full swing around the middle to late
June. That means that there is still time
to look your best this summer season.
Let’s think back and remember a time
in your life when you were truly determined to get what you wanted; a new
job, relationship, or an item of clothing
that you needed to have in your wardrobe.
What were the first steps you took to
make that wish a reality? Was it a desire
or a core intention? I would bet anything
that it was your core intention. You see,
an intention helps us create this new
space of possibility that was not there
before. This space lives in the present
moment and it brings with it momentum
to help move us forward toward achieving our goals. Right now you have an
opportunity to regroup and begin anew
with a program of transformation for the
summer.

What will you create in this new space
of possibility?
Let’s look at why losing the last 10
pounds seems impossible to attain this
time around.
In life, there are some things that we
are good at and there are others with
which we need help and guidance. Right
now, you can stop reading this article
and throw all of your hard work out the
window or you can choose from a place
of new possibility and do things differently than before.
Remember, we might not know all the
answers to our problems but we can find
or hire someone that does. To lose these
last 10 pounds off your body will require
faith, commitment, tenacity, and forgiveness for not getting it right the first time
around. When it comes to weight loss,
we must implement the right strategy to
do the trick.
I believe that the secret to melt fat
off your body is HIIT- High Intensity
Interval Training. This type of full body
training is one of the fastest ways to
burn fat. The typical way people implement this training is by running or using
some type of cardio equipment like the
recumbent bike or elliptical. An example
of an HIIT running workout would be
running up a hill for 60 seconds and taking a minute rest to recover or running
full throttle for 30 seconds and taking a
minute of recovery at low speed. Keep in
mind that if you are not in great shape,
I would recommend walking up a hill or
going up flights of stairs and taking a
minute of rest to recover for your next
bout of intervals. I also recommend that
you check with your physician before
beginning any exercise routine.
The key here is work harder than you
work before. If the weight loss is the
issue then train more than you eat
(make sure you’re eating a well-balanced, nutritious diet). Make this a big
priority for the next 30 days and you
will be amazed at how much you can

accomplish because you decided to win
and not lose. Also incorporate circuits of
full-body exercises to really rev up your
metabolism as well.
Your work periods are typically 30 to
60 seconds at a time and rest periods
are 30 seconds or less to intensify your
workout. Do at least 20 to 30 minutes
to complete this type of training. It
will require for you to meet the spiritual warrior within. Doing this type of
training you can burn around 20 calories
per minute. Take some typical exercises
like a push-up and body weight squat
and do this circuit two to three times to
get your heart rate elevated and to burn
calories like never before.
Remember my spiritual warriors, this is
not about the workouts or technique.
This is about you not giving up so
quickly and resolving in defeat. If you
need further assistance with your weight
loss issue, I’m offering a free 30 minute
consultation to help you design the right
plan to be summer ready and look your
best.
Sometimes we need the extra support to
help us break through our own limiting
beliefs. Right now, it is time to take action and create this new plan of possibility. Call a friend, hire a personal trainer
or life coach, but take immediate action!
This challenge will reap more rewards in
all areas of your life if you just try harder
than before.
This is about commitment, integrity with
your word, and winning your weight loss
goal. Whatever road you choose today
to make this wish a reality, I salute you
and welcome you to your brand new
you!

Luis Soto Jr., is a transformational life
coach, personal trainer, author, and
motivational speaker. His new book is
entitled, Awaken to the Brand New You.
www.newlifeliving.org

